
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Michael Kogeler appointed Group Chief Operating Officer at 

INTRALOT 

 

MAROUSSI, April 25th, 2018 

 

INTRALOT announces the appointment of Mr Michael Kogeler, as Group Chief 

Operating Officer, effective May 2nd 2018, following an extensive international search 

process. Mr Kogeler will be responsible for the Group’s business orchestration of its 

operations around the world, the relationships with partners and customers as well as 

the trading operations.   

INTRALOT Group CEO Mr. Antonios Kerastaris stated: “I would like to extend a warm 

welcome to Mr. Kogeler and wish him success in his new role as part of our senior 

management and member of the Executive Committee. Michael brings to our company 

enormous experience and expertise from international markets and a broader 

understanding of modern technological trends in the era of digital transformation. His 

knowledge will help us tremendously upgrade the way we integrate best practices in our 

model to fully serve our clients and make our operations around the world more 

profitable and efficient.” 

 

Mr. Kogeler comes to INTRALOT from Microsoft, where he last held the position of the 

General Manager, Central and Eastern Europe, with full accountability of 15 countries. In 

his 14 years with Microsoft, Mr. Kogeler also held positions like COO and CMO of 

Middle East and Africa, General Manager for Consumer and On Line in Belgium and 

Netherlands, as well as Business Strategy roles. His 26 years of overall professional 

experience also include work in companies like Mc Kinsey & Company and IBM 

consulting. 

  

He holds a Bachelor of Business Administration from Rotterdam School of Management, 

of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. 
 
 

 

About INTRALOT 

INTRALOT, a public listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and operator active in 52 regulated 

jurisdictions around the globe. With €1.1 billion turnover and a global workforce of approximately 5,100 employees (3,100 of which 

in subsidiaries and 2,000 in associates) in 2017, INTRALOT is an innovation – driven corporation focusing its product development 

on the customer experience. The company is uniquely positioned to offer to lottery and gaming organizations across geographies 

market-tested solutions and retail operational expertise. Through the use of a dynamic and omni-channel approach, INTRALOT 

offers an integrated portfolio of best-in-class gaming systems and product solutions & services addressing all gaming verticals 

(Lottery, Betting, Interactive, VLT). Players can enjoy a seamless and personalized experience through exciting games and premium 



content across multiple delivery channels, both retail and interactive. INTRALOT has been awarded with the prestigious WLA 

Responsible Gaming Framework Certification by the World Lottery Association (WLA) for its global lottery operations. 

 

For more info: Mr. Chris Sfatos, Group Corporate Affairs Director, Phone: +30-210 6156000, Fax: +30-210 6106800, email: 

sfatos@intralot.com - www.intralot.com 
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